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how
we got 
it right

No one in the world predicted a Pakatan 
Harapan (PH) victory in Malaysia’s 2018 

General Election. Except for INVOKE. Acies 
is the offshoot of INVOKE specifically set up 
to combine INVOKE’s Big Data technological 

research and analysis with qualitative 
insights from key decision-makers. 

We produce predictive analysis in the form
of Intelligence Reports to enable business 
people, investors, and interested parties to 

see Malaysia with a sharp eye.

Acies is 
a name 

derived 
from the 

Latin word 
Aciēs, 

to mean 
sharpness
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No one predicted
a victory 

In the months preceding the 2018 General Election, foremost research centres of the 
country including Merdeka Center for Opinion Research, Asian Strategy and Leadership 
Institute, Penang Institute, Ilham Centre and Kajidata Research, as well as political analysts 
from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia and Universiti Sains Malaysia, had all predicted a 
comfortable Barisan Nasional (BN) victory. Merdeka Centre even predicted BN to regain the 
two-thirds majority in parliament. Prominent international research houses and news sites 
like FT Research, Oxford Economics, The Economist Intelligence Unit, Reuters, Bloomberg, 
CIMB Investment Bank Research, HSBC Global Research, Hong Leong Investment Bank 
Research, Maybank Investment Bank Research similarly predicted a BN victory. They relied 
on a combination of an unrepresentative and inaccurate sample of Malaysians, and on the 
conventional wisdom of an unbroken BN rule as the main barometers to predict a BN victory. 

They predicted that, at most, PH would make gains in terms of parliamentary seats and 
popular votes, but none of them had the data to show a clear PH victory.
They could not be faulted because the challenges for PH at that time appeared 
insurmountable. It was the first time that three-cornered electoral fights would take place 
nationwide, and the common assumption is that since Malaysian Islamic Party would take 
away a sizeable portion of Malay votes from PH, BN was guaranteed a victory. No one thought 
that a three-cornered fight would ever have been favourable to the PH coalition.

Most analysts at that time were also aware of the numerous electoral frauds, 
malapportionment, vote-buying, abuse of process, and other underhanded tactics that heavily 
favoured BN. The machinery of the country, in particular the Elections Commission, was 
firmly under the grip of the BN government. It was a common understanding among political 
scientists and analysts that it was impossible for the PH coalition to come out victorious even 
with a high turnout for the 14th General Election.

However, INVOKE got it right. Because they relied on data. 

Some may regard this as blind luck. This may be the case if INVOKE merely correctly 
predicted a PH victory. However, INVOKE also predicted the precise breakdown of 
parliamentary seats, as well as the state governments victories with seats won and lost. It is 
hard to call it blind luck. Our accuracy rate in total was within 95%.

The reason why INVOKE emerged as the sole organisation to correctly predict most of the 
election outcome in Malaysia is that it employed innovative technology and a team of insider-
experts that sufficiently distinguished itself from the rest. INVOKE’s internal processes 
are continuously improved on to minimise any speculative noises that could prevent an 
accurate result. The data INVOKE uses is vast and representative; its technology is skilfully 
designed and efficiently operated; its analytics painstakingly experimented, and its algorithms 
symbiotically interacted.
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Our
differentiating
strength 

The things that differentiate us against 
others is our machines and our people.

We are the host of cutting-edge 
technologies and operating expertise. 
Profiling political interest is generally 
difficult as many most people are unwilling 
to reveal their political leanings. To profile 
in Malaysia is additionally difficult during 
former prime minister Najib’s regime given 
the prevailing climate of fear enforced by 
draconian laws and excessive institutional 
abuse of power.

Notwithstanding the numerous obstacles, 
we have programmed and trained our 
machines to be scalable and adaptable to 
accommodate any future requirements. 
We continuously improve on our models to 
collect more data points to give a more and 
more accurate prediction of the behaviour 
of Malaysian voters.

However, we are aware that having the 
right technologies would not ensure 
accuracy in our predictions if they are not 
operated with experts. We have a collection 
of data scientists, system developers, 
software engineers, and analysts who 
seek to constantly refine our existing 
data, methods, and operations. The people 
who work with us come with a unique 
combination: they understand the technical 
requirements on an advanced level, and 
they possess in-depth knowledge of politics 
to make the right inferences of the data.

We recognise that there are very few 
players in the market who are fully 
equipped with the best machines and 
best people to contribute substantively in 
the field of political, economic, and social 
predictive assessments. There are fewer 
who have a proven track record of high 
accuracy in the industry’s most difficult 
predictions. We are those few who could 
offer you something valuable.

We are
the only 

to have
predicted
a Pakatan 

Harapan
victory as 

early as
1.5 years

before
the

General 
Election
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executive
summary

This report serves as a tool of clarity in the 
world of uncertainty. Never in the history of 

Malaysia has there been more uncertainty 
about the future. It is also at this time 

that the market is facing a grave shortage 
of scientific, data-driven, and clear-eyed 

analysis of the risk facing Malaysia.
  

Most research houses are humbled by the 
surprise victory of the 14th General Election 

in Malaysia. Research houses, domestic 
and abroad, had unanimously predicted 

a victory for the incumbent, Barisan 
Nasional. This shows a lack of in-depth 

knowledge and the grave inadvertence of 
relying on conventional wisdom bordering 

on guesswork. It also speaks for the 
preponderant sources of uncertainty in 

Malaysia that a common outsider would not 
be able to understand without local insight. 

Traditionally, investors, business leaders, and 
interested parties had treated Malaysia as 

part of the entity of South East Asia devoid 
of its complexity. This was a convenient 

assumption to make during the unbroken 
rule of Barisan Nasional as the longest 

ruling coalition in the democratic world. 
The assumption, however, had created an 

enormous gap in knowledge on the political, 
economic, and social dynamics in the 

Malaysian community that could not be 
filled without objective data and insightful 

local knowledge. 

We have the 
data, we have 

the local
knowledge
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This is where Acies’s Intelligence Report fills 
the vacuum. We are conscious of the strong 
need to view Malaysia in a more specific lens 
rather than continuing to treat Malaysian 
politics and economics as the rest in the 
region. If anything, the General Election 
should be sufficient to show that Malaysia
is exceptional (at least for now).

We are the only organisation to have 
predicted a Pakatan Harapan victory as early 
as 1.5 years before the General Election.  

We are confident in what we assess. 
Our predictions are based not on mere 
speculation or guesswork. Instead, they are 
substantiated with data and qualitative 
contribution by our in-house experts who
are key players in Malaysia’s highest political 
landscape, and from the people closest to
the politicians who govern the country. 

Our surveys are the most representative and 
accurate in the country. We remain the first 
and most reliable source to conduct surveys 
that properly represent what Malaysians 
think. We sample widely (approximately 
15 million people, 1 billion social media 
impressions) and we sample representatively 
(improved statistical models). Our methods 
are tried and tested over numerous rounds of 
stress tests and we are confident that they 
present the best outcomes to know how the 
people of Malaysia think and feel. 

In this report, we explain why the Barisan 
Nasional was finally defeated in the 14th 
General Election. In turn, we use these 
understandings to predict what will likely 
unfold next. This piece of knowledge will
help you make sense of what happened, and
to sift through the noise to get to the heart
of the matter.

In addition to that, this report will also 
assess the federal government’s stability 
based on our internally developed algorithms 
and methods of analysis. The process of 
arriving at these conclusions was subjected 
to numerous experiments and revisions. 
We believe that this method of analysing 
Malaysia’s government stability is the first 
and most reliable indicator in the market.
In knowing this, you will know whether,
how long, and where you should invest.
The trajectory we present will give you
a good guide.

Moreover, this report will also place 
particular emphasis on the stability of
each state government in Peninsular 
Malaysia. We are interested in letting our 
clients know the precise geographical 
location of risk in Malaysia. To know 
which state government is vulnerable, 
we could take cue of the cautionary or 
favourable signals ahead.  The knowledge 
of the trajectory on the state government 
level also helps you to predict the policy 
direction of the state and allows you to 
adjust your investments accordingly.

On top of that, this report will also 
cover voters of a special group: FELDA 
settlement voters, civil servants, military, 
and police. We assess whom they have 
voted for and where, and explain whether 
and why there was an immense shift in 
their voting choice,

The final two parts of this report cover
two regions regarded as exceptional by 
many analysts. This includes the two states 
on the east coast of Malaysia: Kelantan and 
Terengganu; two states in East Malaysia: 
Sabah and Sarawak. The concern that we 
seek to address is whether the political 
tsunami that led to the collapse of Barisan 
Nasional spread to these areas. If so,
by how much; if not, why.  

This report will serve as a guide for you.
It aims to be clear-eyed and scientific so 
that you are informed by only the best 
there is to offer.
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Rafizi Ramli, FCA
Rafizi is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 

England & Wales (ICAEW) and a former Member of Parliament 
of the constituency of Pandan, Malaysia. Rafizi graduated with 
a degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from Leeds 
University and qualified as a chartered accountant at Jeffreys 

Henry LLP in London.

Rafizi was the youngest manager ever appointed at 
PETRONAS, a Fortune-100 international oil and gas 

conglomerate, at the age of 25. He went on to manage 
petrochemical assets worth US$10 billion at the age of 27. By 
30, Rafizi was the finance head of PETRONAS’s international 
upstream operation, covering 34 countries around the world.

He went on to assume the role of general manager at 
Pharmaniaga PLC, the largest integrated pharmaceutical 

conglomerate in Malaysia, before joining the Economic 
Advisory Office for Selangor as its CEO.

Rafizi joined politics as People’s Justice Party’s youth executive 
council member at age 21. He went on to win the parliamentary 

seat of Pandan with the largest majority for his party. He 
was elected Vice-President in 2014 and was subsequently 

appointed as Secretary General. Bold and firm at the frontline, 
he was barred from contesting in Malaysia’s 2018 General 

Election on politically motivated criminal charges for exposing 
classified audit report relating to the 1Malaysia Development 

Berhad (1MDB) scandal.

Despite not being a candidate for the general election, Rafizi 
had founded INVOKE, an organisation that used Big Data and 
micro-targeting techniques, that were proven instrumental in 

Pakatan Harapan’s first ever victory. 

o
u

r
p
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o

p
l

e
Andrew Claster

Andrew is the earliest advisor to INVOKE. He provided 
technical expertise in predictive modelling and micro-targeting 

techniques that ultimately helped put Barisan Nasional’s 
unbroken rule to an end. He was educated in Yale University, 

London School of Economics, and the University of Barcelona.
 

Among others, Andrew’s most illustrious career highlight 
includes serving as Deputy Chief Analytics for President 

Obama’s 2012 re-election campaign. He helped create and lead 
the Obama Analytics team of more than 50 analysts, statistical 
modellers, and engineers. His tenure at Penn, Schoen & Berland 

involved working with Big Data technologies that helped big 
businesses and renowned political candidates including Hillary 
Clinton, Tony Blair, Gordon Brown,, Leonel Fernandez, Verizon, 

Alcatel, Microsoft, BP, KPMG, and others. 
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James Chai
James was one of the early volunteers for INVOKE and later
researcher for INVOKE Centre for Policy Initiative. He was an award-
winning First-Class degree law student at Queen Mary University 
of London, and soon emerged top of his class in Master of Science 
(Distinction) at Oxford University. His dissertation at Oxford received 
sterling reviews from academics at Oxford University, London School 
of Economics, King’s College London, and the University of Rome.  

At university, James was the legal advisor for the award-winning 
Queen Mary Legal Advice Centre and was the runner-up at the
George Hinde Mooting Championship, judged by the former
President of the Supreme Court, Lord Neuberger. He was also an 
associate editor for the prestigious Oxford University Commonwealth 
Law Journal at Oxford University.

He worked at the top litigation firms in the country and was the 
research officer for former member of parliament Rafizi Ramli 
intermittently for 4 years. He is also the youngest columnist for 
Malaysiakini, the most widely-read news site in Malaysia. James is
the holder of the Certificate of Legal Practice where he ranked
among the top 0.4% of candidates nationwide.

Koh Wyhow
Wyhow graduated with a Bachelor’s in Mathematics from
the National University of Singapore.

He was a Further Mathematics lecturer in the Cambridge A-Level 
programme at Taylor’s College for 4 years before joining EY Advisory’s 
Data and Analytics team (Malaysia) as a data scientist. He consulted 
in data visualisation and predictive modelling projects in the airline 
and government sectors before eventually moving on to INVOKE. 
He started at INVOKE as a volunteer to assist the Analytics team in 
developing statistical methods for political profiling and writing R and 
Python scripts to conduct sentiment analyses before joining full time 
as Chief Analytics Officer. He has experience in data visualisation 
work (using PowerBI and Tableau) and is fluent in data mining and 
predictive modelling using R, Python and Julia.   

Danesh Chako 
Danesh graduated with a degree in Geomatics (Mapping Science) 
from RMIT University, Melbourne. He started his mapping career in 
Australia’s leading travel book publishing company, Explore Australia. 
Subsequently, he joined a Melbourne-based multimillion-dollar asset 
management business where he introduced mapping technologies
to enhance business pitches.

Simultaneously, Danesh started working with Malaysian-based NGO 
called Tindak Malaysia in fair electoral boundary projects. He also 
produced Malaysia’s first ever interactive electoral map platform that 
won a global technology award by ISIF Asia. Danesh is a frequent 
speaker on specialised topics of electoral boundaries and open data 
status, in Australia, Singapore, and Malaysia. He had also worked as
a GIS engineer with TomTom, Sydney, before joining INVOKE
full-time as a senior data analyst. 
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Nur Syahirah
Abdul Rahman 

Syahirah is a national scholar 
who has graduated with a 

First-Class Bachelor of Science 
degree from National Energy 

University, Malaysia (UNITEN). 
At UNITEN, she received 

multiple awards, including 
Vice Chancellor award, 

subject-specific awards, and 
consecutive Dean’s List awards.

 
She had previous experience 

at the renowned Panasonic 
Manufacturing Malaysia and 

had undertaken projects 
and certifications on Big 
Data and programming. 

She is proficient in multiple 
programming languages and 
analytics software. Syahirah 
currently serves INVOKE in 

monitoring and protecting data 
integrity and health, as well 
as developing key statistical 

models to facilitate data-driven 
decisions within INVOKE.

Sebastian Su
Sebastian is a law graduate
from the University of Leeds. 
Besides being a book prize 
winner and chosen to the Dean’s 
list, he was also elected as 
the President of the Taylor’s 
University Law Society in 
2016. Sebastian is also an 
accomplished national and 
international debater with 
a keen interest for active 
political involvement. This 
interest manifested itself in his 
internship with the Member of 
Parliament for Subang, YB Wong 
Chen, where he helped conduct 
research on Bills of Parliament, 
including the Malaysian Border 
Security Agency Bill 2017 and 
the Law Reform (Marriage and 
Divorce) Bill 2017. 

He subsequently undertook an 
internship with the People’s 
Justice Party (PKR), and went on 
to gain first-hand experience by 
being part of the campaign team 
for a national politician in the 
largest party election in history.

Sebastian’s interest in public 
policy could be seen by his 
paper in analysing the Malaysian 
government’s refugee policy, 
laws, and regulations, which 
was published in the 2017 
edition of the Taylor’s Law 
School newsletter, and a paper 
explaining the challenges youth 
faced in the 21st century. 
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Our flagship subscription package is the annual US$5,000 subscription. This package 
contains 4 in-depth reports, 4 quarterly trackers, and 12 monthly reports. All these reports 

are online reports accessible and protected through securitised subscription codes.

The list of subscription packages as follows:

Alternatively, you could also choose to buy these reports individually.
The price list for the reports is as follows:

How you can
subscribe

USD1000/report
in-depth report

Quarterly

USD500/report
Quarterly tracker

Quarterly

USD100/report
monthly report

Monthly

USD3000

6-Monthly Subscription Package
(2) In-Depth Report | (3) Quarterly Tracker | (6) Monthly Report

USD5000

annual Subscription Package
(4) In-Depth Report | (4) Quarterly Tracker | (12) Monthly Report
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